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The Sami are the only indigenous people in Europe. The 
region historically inhabited by them, Sápmi, extends over 
northern Scandinavia and parts of Russia. They used to 
live as nomadic trackers, hunters and reindeer keepers. 
The traditional Sami tent, the forerunner of our Nordic 
tipis, has been the home of this people since the dawn of 
time as they followed their herds of reindeer over the 
vast, northern expanses of wilderness.

The tough climate, the long winter and nature’s tribulations were 
part of these people’s everyday life. They followed the lifecycle of 
their reindeer, accompanying them to their summer and winter 
grazing grounds. The focal point of their tents was the fire which 
gave them heat, light and a homely atmosphere.

Our company was started in Moskosel, a little village in Swedish 
Lapland, where the Sami heritage is ever present. Our hope is 
that, when you choose a Tentipi Nordic tipi, you will feel the 
same closeness to the elements as the indigenous people do.

Founder and CEO

The Tentipi® story
The idea came to me when I was sitting by a stream, far 
out in the wilds of Swedish Lapland. Tired and sweaty 
after a long day of exciting canoeing, what I really wanted 
to do was socialise with my friends while eating dinner 
and chatting around a fire. But there were six of us 
sharing two tunnel tents, we were cooking outside and 
the mosquitoes were horrendous. There wasn’t much 
cosiness nor relaxed togetherness on that occasion.

For a long time afterwards, I pondered over whether there couldn’t 
be a different way of living in nature. What happened next is now 
32 years of history. Inspired by the ancient knowledge of the 
indigenous Sami people, the journey towards a modern way of 
camping began. With life around the fire as its central theme, 
Moskoselkåtan was founded and in 2005, the name was changed 
to Tentipi.

As manufacturers of tents based on the type of dwelling used by 
the Sami, we created the international term “Nordic tipi” so that 
people in other parts of the world would get an idea of what our 
tents look like and how they function. But, as already mentioned, 
this kind of tent is not a new phenomenon. For thousands of 
years, indigenous peoples all over the world have used the method 
of stretching animal hides over wooden poles with a warming fire 
in the middle. What makes us proud is that we have managed to 
develop this type of accommodation into a reliable, modern and 
smart way of camping and it is continually being developed even 
more. A Tentipi Nordic tipi is so much more than just a tent. It’s 
a wilderness home.

The origin of the Nordic tipiThe origin of the Nordic tipiTested in the Arctic
for thousands  
of years

Tentipi Nordic tipis in front of the 
Lapponian Gate – the entrance to  

the World Heritage Abisko national park  
© Samelandsresor.
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Easy to pitch in only a few minutes
Measure out eight pegs in a circle, attach the tent canvas and then raise the 
central pole. With our standardised method, you can’t go wrong.

You can use a fire or stove inside
Whether you prefer an open fire or a stove, our Nordic tipis’ unique design 
enables fire-making for warmth and cosiness. Increases safety in cold 
conditions.

Outstanding ventilation
Keeps you comfortable whether you camp in the Arctic or under a blazing 
sun in the desert. Mosquito-netted openings let you ventilate out hot air and 
smoke without getting insects in the tent.  

Very stable in strong winds
The symmetrical shape and low central gravity make our Nordic tipis more 
secure in high and gusty winds than most other tent designs.

Space for socialising and plenty of headroom
You can invite friends and family to join you around the fire. You can get 
dressed in the morning without crawling around on the floor.

Comfortable, safe and highly versatile

Zirkon 9 cp, Hekla 30 and  
Hekla 30 BBQ grate.

Why choose a Nordic 
tipi from Tentipi?



Safir 5 cp © Mike Fuchs.Olivin 2 cp with Rain roof cp.
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Outstanding materials 
All our fabrics will keep you safe and dry in the elements 
and they all allow the use of an open fire or stove if you 
follow our fire safety instructions. 

Cotton/polyester
If weight is not a crucial factor, our cotton/polyester fabrics offer 
you a classic look and a pleasant indoor climate. This kind of fabric 
actually breathes out condensation while also keeping rain out.  

Lightweight
If you are hiking and want as little packing weight as possible, 
choose a lightweight tent. The polyamide fabrics are waterproof 
and you can add an inner tent which will protect you from 
condensation from the tent walls.

Three quality grades
Most of Tentipi’s products are available in three different 
quality grades – Pro, Comfort and Base – to suit a variety of 
needs. Our design philosophy is about creating maximum 
value for money within each grade through a finely-balanced 
combination of materials and ingenious features.

Pro
Top-quality materials. Extremely well-equipped with smart 
features.

Comfort
High-quality materials. Well-equipped with smart features.

Base
Good standard materials. Fewer features but still a very strong 
product with good functionality.

Specifications and 
key features

SAFIR SAFIRFLEX ZIRKON ZIRKONFLEX OLIVIN ONYX

Sizes 5, 7, 9, 15 15 5, 7, 9, 15 15 2 5, 7, 9, 15

Quality grade Pro Pro Comfort Comfort Comfort Base

Model variants cp, light cp cp, light cp cp, light,  
Combi light cp, light

Material  
cp – cotton/polyester 
light – polyamide

Top quality
cp, light

Top quality 
cp

High quality 
cp, light

High quality 
cp

High quality  
cp, light

cp – High quality
light – Good 

standard quality

Reinforced edging •• •• •• •• — —

Open fire or stove inside 
the tent •• •• •• •• cp – micro-stove ••

Chimney opening •• •• •• •• cp —

Indoor controlled 
ventilation system In-Tent VentTM In-Tent VentTM In-Tent VentTM In-Tent VentTM Simplified  

In-Tent VentTM
Simplified  

In-Tent VentTM

Large smoke and 
ventilation opening •• •• •• •• Small ••

Mosquito-net ceiling •• •• •• •• •• —

Double zips and integrated 
mosquito net in the door •• •• •• •• •• ••

Large, rain-protected, 
mosquito-netted air intakes 
at bottom edge of tent

3 3 1 1 — —

Storm cords and holders Pre-tied Pre-tied Pre-tied Pre-tied Pre-tied Supplied loose,
no holders

Safety door-closure toggles     •• •• — — — —

Accessory sleeve 5, 7, 9 — 5, 7, 9 — •• —

Raisable walls — •• — •• — —

Read more about the tents pp 8–11 pp 16–17 pp 12–15 pp 16–17 pp 18–21 pp 22–25

Accessories SAFIR SAFIRFLEX ZIRKON ZIRKONFLEX OLIVIN ONYX

Floor •• •• •• •• •• ••

Inner tent •• •• •• •• •• ••

Drying rail •• •• •• •• — ••

Porch 7, 9 — 7,  9 — — 7, 9 (porch)
5, 7, 9 (canopy) 

Accessory  
connector 

needed 
Canopy 5, 7, 9 — 5, 7, 9 — Rain roof

Rain hat •• •• •• •• — ••

Read more about the 
accessories pp 26–34 pp 26–34 pp 26–34 pp 26–34 pp 18–21 pp 26–34

2.3 m
2.7 m

3.1 m
3.6 m 3.6 m

Size 2 Size 5 Size 15Size 9Size 7 Flex 15

2.8 m 3.8 m 4.5 m 5.3 m 6.0 m 6.0 m | 8.0 m

1.7 m

Five sizes
Tentipi Adventure Nordic tipis are available in five sizes, 
from a snug two-man tent to a 15-man version which can 
accommodate the entire extended family.

The size you will require depends on your needs. The numbers 
attached to the product names are based on how many people can 
sleep in the tent in a military position. The comfortable sleeping 
number is less.

Five models
Safir™ 
Pro | Designed for the most extreme conditions. Also perfect for the 
active family. Safir has everything – rolled into one single tent – 
and we claim it is the world’s best Nordic tipi and most versatile tent. 

Zirkon™
Comfort | By Tentipi standards, this is medium class but in other 
contexts, it’s top class. A mobile home for people who want to 
invest in their outdoor living. 

Flex™ 
Pro and Comfort | A spacious tent that can be opened up partially or 
all the way around for a full panoramic effect. Available with the 
performance level of either Safir or Zirkon. 

Olivin™ 
Comfort | The most spacious and ingenious tent in the small peak 
tent category. For two people or for bushcrafting. Available in 
three variants – cotton/polyester, lightweight and Combi 
(lightweight tent with inner tent).

Onyx™
Base | Intended for less ambitious purposes or when low weight is 
a priority, yet it has been used by mountaineers operating in the 
Pamir mountains next to the Himalayas.



SAFIR™

Family staycation by one of the many lakes near  
Sunne, the town where Tentipi’s head office is located.   

Safir 9 cp with Canopy 7/9.
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Safir is used and loved by professionals in the most extreme 
conditions. This is a tent you can rely on 100 percent – on 
ice-fields and glaciers, in storm-force gales or blazing heat. 
Safir is perhaps the world’s most versatile tent – perfect for 
extreme expeditions, challenging trekking and a multitude 
of other outdoor activities. It’s been developed for people 
who need maximum performance and flexibility but its 
outstanding comfort and manageability make it a popular 
choice for families too. It’s perfect for family hikes, modern 
glamping or roadtrips. It’s everything – all in one.

We are continually investigating advanced materials and methods 
of manufacture all over the world. Quality – not price – is our 
driving force and we always choose materials on the basis of 
performance. That is why we can say that Safir is one of the very, 
very best tents available on the market. 

Three large air intakes, each with a fitted mosquito net, are a 
standard feature. The door has a mosquito net and is fitted with 
extra toggles should there be an emergency. Our patented In-Tent 
VentTM system allows you to adjust the ventilator cap, and thereby 
the temperature inside the tent, without even leaving your sleeping 
bag. The reinforced edging and other features are there to provide 
the best possible strength in those situations when tents often 
break. This increases the lifespan of your investment.

While relatively light in relation to size, durability is more 
important than lowest possible weight. Safir is lavishly designed 
with an abundance of user-friendly features and advanced 
performance. Standard equipped for extreme expeditions. This is 
for hard-core users and for people who need to be sure their tent 
will cope with almost all weather conditions and situations. Safir is 
for people who want the very best.

A versatile tent – for passionate outdoor lovers

Included
Double ventilator cap fitted with net, 
three air intakes with net, door with 
net, mosquito-net ceiling, central pole, 
storm cords, storm cord holders, 
measuring tape, two inside pockets, 
compression bag and advanced tent 
pegs.

Accessories
Separate floor, inner tent with 
integrated floor, drying rail, stove, 
porch, canopy, etc. See pages 26–34.

SAFIR 5 cp 5 light 7 cp 7 light 9 cp 9 light 15 cp

Weight (kg) 9.4 4.8 12.3 6.3 15.2 7.7 22.3

Weight + inner tent 11.9 7.3 15.6 9.6 19.7 12.2 —

Weight per person + inner tent 2.0 1.2 2.0 1.2 2.0 1.2 —

Diameter (m) 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.0

Height (m) 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.6

Pack length (cm) 56 62 70 84

Pack width (cm) 25 19 27 20 30 22 34

Number of people, sleeping 4–6 6–8 8–10 14–16

Number of people, sitting down 8–10 11–14 16–20 27–35

Article number 10400 10450 10700 10750 10900 10950 10120

Three-week trip across  
Spitsbergen with Safir 5 cp  

© Mike Fuchs.

Fabrics
  SAFIR cp – Cotpolmex Pro
  Very strong and well-ventilating cotton/polyester fabric  
  which gives an indoor climate far superior to that of a 
tent made of any kind of coated fabric. The beige-brown colour 
creates a warm, pleasant atmosphere in the Nordic tipi. The fabric 
is denser and more resistant to sunlight as regards strength and 
colour fastness than all corresponding fabrics tested. It has also 
better form stability and water repellency properties. With its 
high-class attributes, attractive appearance and natural feel, this is, 
as far as we know, the world’s best cotton/polyester outer tent 
fabric. Approximately 285 g/m2.

  SAFIR light – Traillix Pro
  Very strong, non-ventilating, green, lightweight fabric  
  of high tenacity polyamide. The fabric is light, 
waterproof, ripstop reinforced, double-sided silicone-coated and 
UV-protected. We have allowed this fabric to be slightly heavier in 
order to make it even stronger. Approximately 80 g/m2.

Reinforcements
Reinforced edging along the bottom edge of the tent for better 
wear resistance. Exposed parts of the tent walls are strengthened 
with strain-relief reinforcements.

Key features
 • Versatile tent for maximum performance and flexibility
 • Cotton/polyester fabric with very high fading resistance and 
very long life

 • Three large, rain-protected, mosquito-netted air intakes at 
bottom edge of tent for optimal ventilation and smoke control

 • Enhanced floor fitting with toggle and ring system; safety door-
closure toggles in the unlikely event of zip breakage 

 • Ventilator cap: patented, advanced In-Tent Vent system; double 
piece with six opening points, controllable from inside the tent; 
integrated chimney opening; mosquito net in upper part; 
tighter seal thanks to fibreglass rods

 • Mosquito-net ceiling for good ventilation and protection 
against mosquitos, even without an inner tent

 • Storm cords with reflecting threads woven into the cords; pre-
tied and fitted with holders

 • Reinforced edging for better wear resistance along the bottom 
edge of the tent

 • Many fastenings for attaching accessories and improved 
tensioning of the inner tent 

 • Patented, integrated accessory sleeve for a porch or canopy; on 
Safir 5–9

 • General key features, see pages 4–7



ZIRKON™

Zirkon 9 cp with fire box Hekla 30 that 
creates a warm and cozy atmosphere.
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ZIRKON™

Zirkon is medium-class in Tentipi’s world but top class in 
other contexts. Zirkon is a mobile home for people who 
want to invest in outdoor living and experience a new 
dimension of comfort and possibilities. The lightweight 
version is very popular because of its eye-catching yet 
earthly colour.

Zirkon is a combination of low weight, attractive price and 
international competitiveness regarding performance, since we 
focus on finding the best materials within this price range. 

A large air intake with a net is standard. The door has mosquito 
protection and the patented In-Tent VentTM system means it’s 
easy to ventilate out smoke and adjust the temperature. Zirkon 
has many of top-quality Safir’s features but has been designed for 
less extreme yet nevertheless demanding outdoor pursuits.

Zirkon is far better equipped than one would normally expect of a 
Nordic tipi or tent. For people with a wide range of outdoor interests 
and who appreciate good comfort and easy-to-use products for 
outdoor living. For people who place high demands on their 
equipment.

Your living room in your backpack Included
Double ventilator cap fitted with net, 
one air intake with net, door with net, 
mosquito-net ceiling, central pole, 
storm cords, storm cord holders, 
measuring tape, two inside pockets, 
compression bag and advanced tent 
pegs.

Accessories
Separate floor, inner tent with 
integrated floor, drying rail, stove, 
porch, canopy, etc. See pages 26–34.

ZIRKON 5 cp 5 light 7 cp 7 light 9 cp 9 light 15 cp

Weight (kg) 9.0 4.9 11.9 6.4 14.6 7.6 21.7

Weight + inner tent 11.3 7.2 14.9 9.4 18.7 11.7 —

Weight per person + inner tent 1.9 1.2 1.9 1.2 1.9 1.2 —

Diameter (m) 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.0

Height (m) 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.6

Pack length (cm) 56 62 70 84

Pack width (cm) 24 20 26 20 28 21 33

Number of people, sleeping 4–6 6–8 8–10 14–16

Number of people, sitting down 8–10 11–14 16–20 27–35

Article number 11400 11450 11700 11750 11900 11950 11150

Fabrics
  ZIRKON cp – Cotpolmex Comfort
  Strong and well-ventilating cotton/polyester fabric   
  which gives an indoor climate far superior to that of a 
tent made of any kind of coated fabric. The fabric has a natural feel 
and its beige-brown colour creates a warm, pleasant atmosphere in 
the Nordic tipi. Much more durable and with far better rain 
protection than one would expect from a cotton tent. Withstands 
the sun at least ten times better than lightweight fabrics (of any 
make). Fades rapidly in the sun but without being damaged to the 
same degree. Rot-protected. Approximately 275 g/m2.

  ZIRKON light – Traillix Comfort
  A carefully chosen and very good standard fabric. Non-  
  ventilating, rusty red, light, ripstop-reinforced polyamide 
fabric, UV-protected and double-sided silicone-coated. 
Approximately 85 g/m2.

Reinforcements
Reinforced edging along the bottom edge of the tent for better 
wear resistance. Exposed parts of the tent walls are strengthened 
with strain-relief reinforcements.

Key features
 • One large, rain-protected, mosquito-netted air intake at 
bottom edge of tent for improved ventilation and smoke 
control 

 • Enhanced floor fitting with toggle and ring arrangement
 • Ventilator cap: patented, advanced In-Tent Vent system; 
double piece with six opening points, controllable from 
inside the tent; integrated chimney opening; mosquito net in 
upper part; tighter seal thanks to fibreglass rods

 • Mosquito-net ceiling for good ventilation and protection 
against mosquitos, even without an inner tent

 • Storm cords with reflecting threads woven into the cords; 
pre-tied and fitted with holders

 • Reinforced edging for better wear resistance along the  
bottom edge of the tent

 • Many fastenings for attaching accessories and improved 
tensioning of the inner tent

 • Patented, integrated accessory sleeve for a porch or canopy; 
on Zirkon 5–9

 • General key features, see pages 4–7

When done correctly and safely, an 
open fire can be used in most of our 
Nordic tipis, even in the lightweight 

models. Zirkon 5 light.
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A spacious tent that can be opened up partially or all the 
way around for full panorama effect. Used by nature 
guides as a communal room and by schools for outdoor 
education. Perfect for festive gatherings in your garden. 
Available with performance level of either Safir or Zirkon. 

In strong winds, all walls are lowered and then the tent can withstand 
just about anything. Adjustable aluminium poles keep the raised 
walls up. With some of the walls raised, you get shelter from the 
wind but you still feel close to nature and you can see what is going 
on outside the tent. When all walls are raised, the covered area offers 
protection against the sun or rain.

Expanding the idea of a tent

SAFIRFLEX™

ZIRKONFLEX™

Included
Double ventilator cap fitted with net, 
air intakes with net (Safirflex has 
three, Zirkonflex has one), door with 
net, mosquito-net ceiling, central 
pole, storm cords, storm cord holders, 
measuring tape, two inside pockets, 
compression bag and advanced tent 
pegs as well as three poles, straps, 
cords and pegs so the tent can be 
opened up as shown in the middle 
picture at top of page.

Accessories
Separate floor, half inner tent, drying 
rail and stove. See pages 26–34.

SAFIRFLEX | ZIRKONFLEX 15 cp

Diameter (m) with lowered/raised walls 6.0/8.0 

Height (m) 3.6 

Pack size (cm) 87x40x40

Number of people, sleeping 14–16

Number of people, sitting down 27–50

Covered area with raised walls (m2) 50

SAFIRFLEX
Weight (kg) 26.0*/29.0**/33.5***

Article number 10156

ZIRKONFLEX
Weight (kg) 24.8*/28.4**/32.9***

Article number 11151

Supplementary items for raising all walls Telescopic pole 200 Flex-strap 19/3 TT Steel stake 23 Pro

Quantity 5 14 4

Article number 21100 46031 25115

Key features
 • With all walls lowered, Safirflex is like Safir 15 while Zirkonflex 
is like Zirkon 15

 • Expansion panels that enable the walls of the tent to be raised
 • Zips that hide the expansion panels when they are not being used
 • Adjustable aluminium poles that keep the raised walls up
 • The possibility of creating a 50 square metre covered area
 • Information about Safir, see pages 8–11
 • Information about Zirkon, see pages 12–15
 • General key features, see pages 4–7

*All walls lowered – as an ordinary 15-person tent

**Some walls raised – the parts needed to raise two sections are standard delivery

***All walls raised – supplement with telescopic poles, flex-straps and stakes

Fabrics
  SAFIRFLEX cp – Cotpolmex Pro
  Very strong and well-ventilating cotton/polyester   
  fabric. For more information, see page 11.
  
  ZIRKONFLEX cp – Cotpolmex Comfort
  Strong and well-ventilating cotton/polyester fabric. For  
  more information, see page 15.

  

Zirkonflex 15 cp with some  
of its walls raised. Fitted with  

a half inner tent for storage.

Zirkonflex 15 cp,  
all walls raised.



OLIVIN™

Olivin 2 cp with Rain roof 2 cp.



OLIVIN™
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Olivin 2 is big enough for two people to sleep or four people 
to sit and socialise and has enough space for storing 
equipment. Lightweight model at only 1.9 kilograms makes 
it the perfect hiking tent. The heavier cotton/polyester 
model is loved by bushcrafters because of the possibility of 
having a fire inside the tent and the earthy look of the fabric.

Our In-Tent VentTM ventilation system together with the tent’s 
tall shape provide natural ventilation on hot days. The lower part 
of the walls can be rolled up and fastened for optimal ventilation 
(one option for cp, five for light). The shape of the tent makes it 
very storm-resistant.

Olivin 2 cp
For those who want a small tent in a breathable material, we offer 
Olivin 2 cp made of a cotton/polyester blend. A small stove can be 
used inside the tent and a special ventilator cap with a chimney 
opening is included. 

Olivin 2 light
Olivin 2 light is a handy home for hikers. In an emergency, a 
small open fire can be lit inside the tent.

Olivin 2 Combi light
This model is delivered with a detachable inner tent with 
 
 

Escape from everything – except comfort
mosquito-netted ventilation openings. The outer and inner tents 
are pitched at the same time. Robust floor material stops ground 
damp, a common problem in lightweight tents. A fire cannot be 
used in this tent.

Rain roof
The rain roof provides rain protection and shade in front of the 
entrance. It is attached to Olivin’s accessory sleeve.

Inner tent and half inner tent
An inner tent is included with Olivin 2 Combi light but can be 
bought as an accessory for Olivin 2 cp and Olivin 2 light. A half 
inner tent is also available as an accessory. With an inner tent, you 
have more reliable protection against insects. The sturdy floor 
withstands ground dampness and therefore condensation is reduced 
too. An inner tent can also be used separately, for example, when 
insect protection is the main priority.

Floor

The floor is designed to make it possible to remove or fold away 
the part nearest the door to avoid having dirty shoes or crumbs on 
the tent floor. It fits both Olivin cp and light and is made of a 
carefully chosen material that withstands ground dampness.

Included
Ventilator cap, door with net, mosquito-
net ceiling, central pole, storm cords, 
storm cord holders, measuring tape, 
packing bag and advanced tent pegs. 
Ventilator cap with a small chimney 
opening included in Olivin 2 cp.

OLIVIN 2 cp 2 light 2 Combi light

Inner tent — — ••

Weight (kg) 6.0 1.9 3.4

Diameter (m) 3.3 3.3 3.3

Diameter of inner tent (m) — — 2.8

Height (m) 1.7 1.7 1.7

Pack size (cm) 50x24 41x15 41x19

Number of people, sleeping 2 2 2

Number of people, sitting down 4 4 4

Article number 30105 30101 30100

Accessories Rain roof cp Rain roof light Inner tent Half inner tent Floor

Weight (g) 765 350 1,500 900 670

Weight without pegs (g) 705 290 — — —

Pack size (cm) 32x12 27x11 40x20 27x18 32x12

Article number 30107 30103 30102 30108 30106

Key features
 • Small but spacious and strong – for those who want a light load 
and appreciate the comfort of ample space

 • Built-in snowflap that can be rolled up which makes the tent 
suitable for use in any season

 • Ventilator cap: simplified In-Tent Vent system with two 
opening points, controllable from inside the tent

 • Mosquito-net ceiling for good ventilation and protection 
against mosquitos

 • Storm cords with reflecting threads woven into the cords;  
pre-tied and fitted with holders

 • Patented, integrated accessory sleeve for a better-fitting rain roof
 • General key features, see pages 4–7

Fabrics
  OLIVIN cp – Cotpolmex Comfort
  Strong and well-ventilating cotton/polyester fabric   
  which gives an indoor climate far superior to that of a 
tent made of any kind of coated fabric. The fabric has a natural feel 
and its beige-brown colour creates a warm, pleasant atmosphere in 
the Nordic tipi. Much more durable and with far better rain 
protection than one would expect from a cotton tent.Withstands 
the sun at least ten times better than lightweight fabrics (of any 
make). Fades rapidly in the sun but without being damaged to the 
same degree. Rot-protected. Approximately 275 g/m2.

  OLIVIN light | OLIVIN COMBI light – Traillix Comfort
  A carefully chosen and very good standard fabric. Rusty  
  red, non-ventilating, light, ripstop-reinforced polyamide 
fabric, UV-protected and double-sided silicone-coated. 
Approximately 85 g/m2.

Reinforcements
Exposed parts of the tent walls are strengthened with strain-relief 
reinforcements.

Spring evening in the wilderness  
close to the original Tentipi factory  

in Moskosel, Swedish Lapland.  
Olivin 2 light.



ONYX™

Onyx 5 cp.
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ONYX™

Our intention with Onyx was a Nordic tipi for less ambitious 
purposes or when low weight is a priority. We managed to 
reduce the price considerably but our customers don’t 
always think “less ambitious” – some use it in the most 
demanding circumstances.

By compromising a little on our stringent material requirements 
and by compensating with clever adjustments in the design, we 
have managed to create a reasonably-priced tent that is very durable 
and which we and our customers are very satisfied with.

One of the ways to reduce weight and price is to take away certain 
features. This we have done but without compromising on 

quality. Onyx combines the best characteristics of an ordinary 
tent with the unique traits of a Nordic tipi. Moreover, it has a 
simplified version of the indoor ventilation adjustment system 
that is standard on our more expensive models.

Easy to handle, ample space, allows socialising around a cosy fire 
in the centre – this Nordic tipi is so much more than just a tent. 
The unexpected functionality and durability means that even our 
basic model of Onyx is a very advanced tent. 

For regular hiking or at 5,300 metres
Included
Ventilator cap, door with net, central 
pole, storm cords, measuring tape, 
packing bag and standard tent pegs.

Accessories
Separate floor, inner tent with 
integrated floor, drying rail, stove, 
porch, canopy, etc. See pages 26–34.

ONYX 5 cp 5 light 7 cp 7 light 9 cp 9 light 15 light

Weight (kg) 8.7 3.6 11.5 4.5 14.2 5.9 10.1

Weight + inner tent 10.5 5.4 13.8 6.8 17.4 9.1 —

Weight per person + inner tent 1.8 0.9 1.7 0.9 1.7 0.9 —

Diameter (m) 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.0

Height (m) 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.6

Pack length (cm) 56 62 70 84

Pack width (cm) 23 20 26 21 28 22 25

Number of people, sleeping 4–6 6–8 8–10 14–16

Number of people, sitting down 8–10 11–14 16–20 27–35

Article number 12351 12350 12371 12370 12391 12390 12315

Fabrics
   ONYX cp – Cotpolmex Comfort
   Strong and well-ventilating cotton/polyester fabric   
   which gives an indoor climate far superior to that of a 
tent made of any kind of coated fabric. The fabric has a natural feel 
and its beige-brown colour creates a warm, pleasant atmosphere in 
the Nordic tipi. Much more durable and with far better rain 
protection than one would expect from a cotton tent.Withstands 
the sun at least ten times better than lightweight fabrics (of any 
make). Fades rapidly in the sun but without being damaged to the 
same degree. Rot-protected. Approximately 275 g/m2.

   ONYX light – Traillix Base
   A carefully chosen standard fabric. Non-ventilating,   
   grey, lightweight polyamide fabric, ripstop reinforced 
and PU-coated on one side. Rainproof even after long-term use. 
Approximately 80 g/m2.

Reinforcements
Exposed parts of the tent walls are strengthened with strain-relief 
reinforcements.

Key features
 • Solid, dependable performance – an affordable Nordic tipi and 
one you can rely on

 • Ventilator cap: simplified In-Tent Vent system with two 
opening points, controllable from inside the tent

 • Storm cords supplied loose
 • Porch or canopy (accessories) can be attached with a separate 
accessory connector

 • General key features, see pages 4–7

Although Onyx 5 light is intended 
for less ambitious purposes, it is still

 the choice for Mike Fuchs’ base camp 
at Lenin Peak, Pamir, 5,300 metres. 
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Stove and fire 
equipment

Get rid of damp and cold, create a warm and cosy atmosphere, dry clothes 
and cook food. Tentipi Adventure tents are designed to allow the use of 
an open fire or stove, making them a home-from-home in all weather 
conditions. Be sure you are fully competent to deal with the risks involved 
before striking that match. Follow the instructions and fire safety advice 
that come with your tent.
Zirkonflex with Half inner tent 15, Hekla 30 fire box, Hekla fire box stand and Hekla 30 BBQ grate.  

Hekla fire box
The Hekla fire box gives off little smoke 
but a lot of heat, which means it is easy 
to cook food on it or enjoy the heat and 
light from its open fire. It takes up very 
little space when packed. The fire box 
is indispensable if you are going to build 
a fire on snow. The metal rails under 
the box can be placed on branches or 
other support material on the snow, 
thereby preventing the fire box from 
sinking into the snow.

Hekla fire box Hekla 7 Hekla 30 Hekla fire box 
stand

Hekla 30  
BBQ grate

Suitable for tent sizes 5–15 7–15  Fits Hekla 7 and 
Hekla 30  Fits Hekla 30

Weight (kg) 1.0 3.7 5.9 0.6

Size (cm) 35x21x11 51x32x17 51x55x18 49x15

Pack size (cm) 34x11x2 49x17x3 51x22x7 —

Article number 40014 40015 40024 40035

Eldfell stove
With its ingenious design, efficient 
heat transmission, low weight and 
easy handling, Eldfell is the heart of 
the Nordic tipi and a faithful friend in 
cold and damp conditions. 

Eldfell is designed so combustion takes 
place nearer the ground, creating more heat 

Eldfell 5 7 9 15

Weight (kg) 14.1 14.5 15.0 15.4

Pack size (cm) 65x38x32

Article number 40180 40180 40180 40180

Number of chimney extensions — 1 2 3

Article number Eldfell chimney extension — 40137 40137 40137

Hekla 7
An alternative to a spirit stove set when hiking. 
Throws off a comfortable heat which, for 
our smaller Nordic tipis, is sufficient if the 
temperature is only a few degrees below zero.

Hekla 30
Large enough for making big fires. Good 
for Nordic tipi size 7 and larger. When 
packed flat, it’s so small and compact, it 
can be taken everywhere.

inside the Nordic tipi, providing more 
effective heat for cooking and reducing 
wood consumption. Eldfell fits all 
Adventure tents from size 5 and larger, 
using the same stove body but different 
chimney lengths. The stove is made of 
stainless steel and comes in its own 
purpose-made wooden box. All technical 
features have been designed to fulfil 

Hekla fire box stand
Lawns, sensitive forestland or stone slabs are 
effectively protected from scorching, while 
on snow, the stand prevents the fire box from 
sinking because of the heat. It also prevents 
Hekla 30 from tipping over when the grate 
(accessory) is used as a protruding shelf for 
keeping food warm. The stand can also be 
used with Hekla 7. Any size of Hekla and a 
grate for Hekla 30 fit inside the stand after 
it has been folded down to a compact unit.

demands for low weight, good functioning 
and strength.The combustion chamber is 
spacious and about 50 centimetres long to 
take long, thick logs. The extendable 
insulation pipe protects the tent fabric even 
in strong winds. The spark arrester protects 
both the tent and the surrounding area. To 
prevent sinking when used in snow, the 
stove legs are notched for support poles.

Safir 9 cp with  
Floor 9 Pro and Eldfell.Hekla 30.
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Tent accessories

Tentipi’s original accessories have been designed with the utmost care for 
optimal functionality with the Nordic tipis. We continually strive to develop 
the most requested accessories and also adapt them to earlier models of tents.
Half inner tent 9 divides Safir 9 cp into an area for socialising and a space for storage. 

Half floors Half floor Comfort Half fleece floor Comfort

Size 7 9 7 9

Weight (kg) 0.8 1.0 1.9 2.6

Article number 12270 12290 12170 12190

Floors Pro Comfort

Size 5 7 9 5 7 9 15

Weight (kg) 1.3 1.7 2.2 1.1 1.5 1.9 2.5

Article number 11005 11007 11009 12050 12070 12090 12150

O-opening

O-opening +  
A-opening

A-opening

V-opening

Closed

Floors
Tentipi’s whole floors are available in 
two grades – Pro and Comfort. Either 
grade of floor can be used with any of 
our tent models except Olivin. The zips 
make it possible to open the floor in 
different ways. A tensioning device 
fitted to the outer tent improves the 
seal between the floor and the tent 
walls, helping to keep insects out.

Floor Pro
Floor Pro is made of light, strong, high 
tenacity polyamide fabric which is much 
stronger than standard fabrics. The floor 
has four zips which allow flexible opening 
possibilities.

Floor Comfort
This floor is made of a carefully chosen 
standard-type material and has almost the 
same construction as Floor Pro (U-opening 
is not possibile).

Half floors
Tentipi’s half floors are available in 
Comfort grade. If the Nordic tipi is used 
with a half inner tent, you can have a half 
floor on the rest of the living area. With no 
inner tent, a whole floor can be made by 
using Velcro to join two halves of ordinary 
material or half ordinary/half fleece. To 
make a fire in the tent, you can fold away 
the floor by opening the zip in the middle. 
The zip also makes it possible to remove 
quarter of the floor to create an uncovered 
space for dirty shoes, firewood, etc.

Half floor Comfort
Half floor Comfort is made of a carefully 
chosen standard-type material. The zip 
makes it possible to open up the floor to 
make a fire or to use a quarter floor. 

Half fleece floor Comfort 
This floor is made of a carefully chosen 
standard-type material where one side is 
covered with soft and comfortable fleece.  
It is fully damp-resistant, like all our  
other floors. 

O-opening: Open from the centre and 
outwards. This allows you to brush off 
bread crumbs on the ground rather 
than on the floor. Also enables use of 
stove or open fire.

A-opening: Open from the centre and 
outwards but without opening the zip 
by the door. Allows crumbs to be 
brushed onto the ground while making 
more dry storage space by the door. 
Use A + O-opening for secure use of an 
open fire or stove.

V-opening: Open from the door. To 
avoid having dirty boots on the tent 
floor.

U-opening: A large opening from the 
door and round the central pole. For 
wood storage, open fire or to have 
ground contact. (Only Floor Pro).

O-opening

O-opening +  
A-opening

A-opening

V-opening

U-opening

Closed

Key features
 • Need not be detached when 

packing the tent; automatically in 
the correct position when the tent 
is pitched

 • Fitted with a zip cover which 
protects the zip from dirt

 • Flat and smartly stretched with the 
help of a tensioning device fitted 
to the outer tent

Safir 9 cp with  
Canopy 7/9 cp.

Floor and inner tent combinations

½ IT ½ Floor ¼ Floor ½ Fleece ¼ Fleece

Zirkon 9 cp with  
Floor 9 Comfort and Hekla 7.
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Inner tents
Tentipi’s inner tents, half inner tent 
and mesh inner tents are available in 
different grades. The whole inner 
tents can be used with any of our size 
5, 7 and 9 tent models. Our half inner 
tent fits sizes 7, 9 and 15. Our Nordic 
tipis have been designed to function 
well even without an inner tent, 
although an inner tent does provide 
several advantages. 

As for the ventilation on warm, sunny days 
when the mosquitos are in action, there is a 
closable insect net over the smoke opening 
that fits tight around the central pole. 

The number of mosquito-netted air intakes 
in the different types of inner tents varies. 
Inner tent Base has no air intakes other 
than the mosquito-netted door which is a 
standard feature on all inner tent models.

Inner tent Pro
The walls are made of light, strong, high 
tenacity Teflon impregnated ripstop fabric 
which is much stronger than the material 
used in standard fabrics. Vertical zip, three 

Inner tents Pro Comfort Base Mesh Base

Size 5 7 9 5 7 9 5 7 9 5 7 9

Weight (kg) 2.5 3.3 4.5 2.3 3.0 4.1 1.8 2.3 3.2 2.4 3.8 4.6

Open fire or stove inside the tent •• •• •• •• •• •• — — — — — —

Article number 10405 10707 10909 11405 11707 11909 12305 12307 12309 12310 12311 12312

Half inner tents Comfort Mesh Base

Size 5 7 9 15 5 7 9

Weight (kg) — 2.0 2.5 2.8 — 2.8 3.2

Open fire or stove inside the tent — — — — — — —

Article number — 11777 11999 11555 — 11767 11969

air intakes and a sewn-in Floor Pro with 
O-opening and V-opening.

Inner tent Comfort
The walls are made of a carefully chosen 
standard-type material. Vertical zip, three 
air intakes and a sewn-in Floor Comfort 
with O-opening and V-opening.

Inner tent Base
The walls are made of a carefully chosen, 
simpler standard-type material. Curved 
zip, no air intakes other than the door and 
a sewn-in floor without any zips. It is not 
possible to have a fire inside Inner tent Base.

Half inner tent Comfort
A half inner tent can be used to provide 
privacy inside the tent. For extra comfort 
inside the rest of the tent, it can be 
combined with a half floor or a half fleece 
floor. The walls are made of a carefully 
chosen standard-type material. Curved zip, 
two air intakes and a sewn-in floor of 
Comfort grade quality but without any zips.

Mesh inner tents Base
Our mesh inner tents give optimal insect 
protection and are also more airy than our 
ordinary inner tents. They are especially good 
together with a Nordic tipi of cotton/polyester 
where condensation is ventilated out through 

the tent fabric. The walls are made of mesh. 
Curved zip, three openings for the whole 
and two for the half mesh inner tent and a 
sewn-in floor of Base grade quality, 
without any zips.

IT Solo pitching kit
The kit is used for pitching any of our 
inner tents on their own, that is, without a 
Nordic tipi. Practical in warm conditions 
but not rainproof or storm-resistant.

Closable insect net

It Solo pitching kit
For inner tent sizes 5–15

Weight (g) 316

Article number 12630

Onyx and size 15 Nordic tipis 
as well as Safir and Zirkon 
models before 2012 need an 
accessory connector to attach  
a porch or canopy.

Comfort Comfort Base

Porch 7 cp 9 cp 7 light 9 light 7 light 9 light

Weight (kg) 6.3 6.6 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.9

Length along ground (cm) 140 140 140

Width (cm) 175 210 175 210 175 210

Height (cm) 180 175 180 175 180 175

Pack size (cm) 53x31x23 61x33x25 52x27x15 57x27x15 52x29x19 59x29x19

Article number 10703 10903 11753 11953 12753 12953

Comfort Comfort Comfort

Canopies 5/7 cp 5/7 light 7/9 cp

Suitable for tent sizes 5–7 (9) 5–7 (9) (5) 7–9

Weight (kg) 3.0 1.6 5.5

Weight without pegs and poles 1.9 0.7 3.0

Weight when freestanding 3.6 2.2 6.1

Weight when used as a bivouac 3.0 1.6 4.3

Size (m2) 5 5 8

Pack size without poles (cm) 34x16 33x12 41x21

Places at table — — 4–6

Bivouac (number of people, sleeping) 1 1 2

Article number 11702 11752 11701

Make your space by adding a rain- 
and sun-protected entrance. A porch 
or a canopy creates space for shoes 
and other items and enables dry 
entry into the tent. 

A Tentipi Nordic tipi has astonishing storm 
resistance due to its symmetrical shape and 
heavy-duty construction. Therefore we 
have not made the porch or the canopy an 
integrated part of the tent but designed 
them to be easily attached and removed. 
This also makes it possible to reduce the 
weight. They are securely and neatly attached 
to our patented accessory sleeve (a holder 
for accessories, placed over the door) which 
is a standard feature on our tent models 
Safir and Zirkon (except size 15).

Canopy key features
 • Can be used separately and in 

different ways

 • Depending on the size of the 
canopy, either one or three  
telescopic poles are included

 • Rain-protected entrance creates 
more space 

 • Easily removed without taking 
down the tent, for example, if there 
is a risk of snow or bad weather

Inner tent key features
 • More reliable protection against 

insects

 • Less condensation caused by ground 
dampness because the floor covers 
the whole or part of the ground area 
of the tent

 • More even distribution of heat – from 
a stove, for instance – when retained 
by double tent walls (does not apply 
for the half or the mesh inner tents)

 • Protection against condensation, 
which is especially important for 
Nordic tipis made of lightweight 
material (does not apply for the 
mesh inner tents) 

 • Need not be detached when 
packing the tent; easily removed 
from the quick fastenings

Porch key features
 • Any rain water running from the 

top of the tent is led away from 
the entrance

 • Can be opened up completely to 
create a 180-degree view

 • Easily removed without taking down 
the tent, for example, if there is a 
risk of snow or bad weather

Porch and canopies

Closable insect net.
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Drying rail set
This light, stable, circular drying rail is 
made of hardened aluminium and available 
for each size of tent except size 2. The set 
includes drying rail and suspension straps. 
You can easily add a smaller second rail in 
size 7 and 9 Nordic tipis.

Drying 
rail set

5 7 9 15

Weight (g) 410 520 650 660

Material Aluminium

Article 
number 12587 12588 12589 12593

Cloth storage case
The Hermelin cloth case can be used 
for storing cutlery, kitchen utensils, etc. 
The case has eight compartments with 
elastic bands which keep everything in 
place and hanging loops for easy access. 
When folded double, the cloth case is 
easily rolled up and it protects the 
rucksack from damage by sharp objects.

Cloth storage case
Weight (g) 120

Width (cm) 55

Height (cm) 44

Article number 10130

Reindeer hide deluxe
Weight (kg)* 1.20

Size (cm)* 120 x 90

Article number 43050

Reindeer hide deluxe
The rear side of our tanned reindeer hide has a silicone 
coating which makes the hide withstand wetness much 
better than a dried reindeer hide. Odourless. 
*Note that these are average figures.

Rain hat
The rain hat fits all sizes and models of tents 
except Olivin. It allows full ventilation on 
warm, rainy summer days while keeping 
rain out. It is placed over the tent top and 
attached to the storm cord fastenings.

Rain hat
Suitable for tent sizes 5–15

Weight (g) 580

Article number 11020

Rucksack frame
Our rucksack frame has been developed 
primarily for Safirflex/Zirkonflex but fits 
Safir 15/Zirkon 15 too. It is also perfect 
for any heavy loads, such as firewood. 
The frame is made of aluminium. It has 
an adjustable load-bearing system which 
distributes the weight. The padded hip 
belt gives good support and reduces strain 

Rucksack frame
Weight (kg) 2.4

Width (cm) 40

Height (cm) 79

Material Aluminium

Article number 43049

Key features
 • Makes it easier to carry the larger 

Nordic tipis

 • Makes it easy to attach additional 
items/pack bags

 • Creates a ventilating air space 
between the back and the load

 • Also useful for fetching firewood

together with comfortable, padded 
shoulder straps. Because the rucksack 
frame can be adjusted in so many ways, it 
can be adapted to any build of body. It has 
many features such as the quick-lock 
buckles, the top straps, the chest strap and 
the ventilating back mesh panel.

Pole plate
Weight (g) 250

Size (mm) 200x13

Article number 12704

Pole plate
Combined mounting template and soft 
ground support.

Key features
 • Allows full ventilation even when it 

rains

 • Fitted easily over the top of the tent

 • Retains its taut shape with the 
help of a collapsible metal ring
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Wooden pole set
This is a development of great impor-
tance for those who run winter camps. 
Instead of a central pole, it’s possible 
to use a wooden pole frame in our 
Adventure Nordic tipis, with cross-
poles just like in our Event tents.

Pegs and stakes
We have our own range of Tentipi 
designed pegs and stakes. Our light-
weight Nordic tipis are supplied with 
lightweight pegs. The cotton/polyester 
Nordic tipis are supplied with our 
specially designed hard ground stakes 
as their main stakes.

Lightweight pegs – Y-pegs and hook peg
The pegs which are a standard part of our 
lightweight tents combine low weight with 
maximum strength. They are designed so 
the ground strap can be hooked onto the 
peg after it has been pushed into the 
ground – great for pitching in a hurry. 
We combine three types of pegs (except for 
Olivin which has only one type) to 
optimise weight and function. These are 
manufactured specially for Tentipi with 
three quality grades. Our simplest Base 

pegs are comparable to similar good quality 
pegs on the market. The level of performance 
and quality of our pegs in the Comfort and 
Pro grades are much higher, through the 
choice of materials and manufacturing 
techniques which include hardening.

“T6” is a treatment which increases the 
strength of the alloy, often more than twice 
as much. We apply this treatment to all 
three quality grades:

Pro – pegs, made of AL7001–T6, the strong-
est alloy available with extremely high break-
ing strength. Standard pegs of Safir light.

Comfort – pegs, made of AL7075-T6 
(aircraft aluminium). Standard pegs of 
Zirkon light, Olivin cp and Olivin light.

Base – pegs, made of AL6061–T6, 
an alloy that is often chosen for its 

Pegs/stakes Weight (g) Length (mm) Width (mm) Art. no.

1. TT Y-peg 25 Pro 27 250 16 25129

2. TT Y-peg 20 Pro 21 200 16 25128

3. TT Y-peg 18 Pro 16 180 13 25127

4. TT Hook peg 18 Pro 16 180 6 25130

5. TT Steel stake 23 Pro 119 230 9 25115

6. TT Steel stake 30 Pro 154 300 9 25112

7. TT Steel stake 30 Pro W (winter) 154 300 9 25143

8. TT Steel stake 45 Pro 408 450 12 25124

9. TT Steel stake 45 Pro W (winter) 408 450 12 25144

10. Snow and sand peg 50 93 500 35 25120

1

4
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combination of high strength and good 
price. Standard pegs of Onyx light.

Thanks to our unique design, Tentipi’s 
Y-pegs have about 25 per cent more flexural 
strength than other Y-pegs of the same 
material and weight.

Hard ground stakes – steel stakes
Our hard ground stakes are made of 
hardenable steel (very rigid and strong). 
Each stake is forged from a single steel rod 
and has an unhardened stake body to retain 
toughness and a hardened tip. Grooves, 
machined along the stake body, further 
increase holding power.

Snow and sand peg

Made of AL5251–H22, 1.6 mm.

Without the central pole, the interior will 
be more open. This makes it easier to 
furnish the Nordic tipi in different ways. 
The tent can cope better with the weight of 
snow (it is already storm-resistant) and can 
be left unattended more easily. The debarked 
wooden poles add ambience and an authentic 
feel. The pole set is recommended for use 
only in winter and is available in sizes 7, 9 
and 15. 

Value for money

Socialising around the fire in a homely atmosphere
A Nordic tipi does not only provide shelter from the elements. 
Thanks to its unique design and comfort, it is more of a home when 
out camping, during summer as well as winter. You can make a fire 
for warmth and cosiness with ample space for socialising round it, 
giving togetherness, a sense of well-being, and protection from insects.

Patented ventilation solution
Because of its shape and design solutions, the tent has excellent 
ventilation. Air enters at the bottom of the tent and exits through 
the large top opening where there is an adjustable cap, regulated 
from within the tent. It is the tent’s tall shape and special ventilation 
system that allow you to use an open fire or a stove inside the tent. 

Easy to pitch
Eight pegs, one pole and you are good to go. Tentipi Adventure 
tents have a central pole as a load-bearing shaft which makes it 
possible to pitch the tent in just a few minutes. Should the central 
pole be damaged, it can be easily replaced with a similar wooden pole.
 
Optimal shape and stability
The height of the tent gives plenty of headroom, more space 
for activities, comfortable accommodation and efficient smoke 

clearance. The symmetrical shape with a low centre of gravity 
keeps the Nordic tipi stable in strong winds.

Outstanding materials and durable design
We offer top-quality tents where insightful material choices and 
reinforcements in exposed places provide good water repellency and 
high strength. Most of the tents have reinforced edging. Other 
reinforcements distribute strain, which increases the durability of the 
tent. Straps are used instead of cords to tension the Nordic tipi.

Smarter use of space
By replacing several smaller tunnel tents with one Tentipi Nordic 
tipi, you gain lower weight per person, headroom to stand up 
straight, fire-making possibilities and a room to socialise in.

Why choose a Nordic tipi from Tentipi? We passionately strive to make the world’s 
most versatile tent, without any weak links when it comes to comfort, safety, strength 
and ventilation. This approach has brought us to our world-leading position. If you are 
looking for a tent that will give you most value for money, a Nordic tipi from Tentipi is 
the one for you. 

3 + 3 people
8.0 kg

4–6 people
5.4 kg 
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Key features

4. Tent fabric
Carefully selected fabric for the best 
price–performance ratio.

5. Reinforced edging
Reinforcement, 50 centimetres high (not 
on Olivin or Onyx). 

6. Strain-relief for the tent walls
Top-quality reinforcements that distribute 
strain and increase the durability of the tent.

7. Ground straps
Strong, adjustable ground straps are used 
instead of cords to tension the Nordic tipi.

8. Snow or sand
The ground strap shown here is ready for 
anchoring in snow or sand.

9. Floor tensioners
For an attractive, smooth floor on uneven 
ground.

10. Tent pegs 
Several kinds depending on size of tent 
and material in order to optimise the 
weight–strength ratio. See page 34.

13. Diagonal zip with rain flap
(Registered design.) Two features that 
prevent water penetration. 

14. Safety toggles
Enable door to be closed even if the zip 
has been damaged (Safir/Safirflex).

15. Door fitted with mosquito net
Improves ventilation.

16. Tent fabric – ventilation
Cotton/polyester: Good breathing 
properties ensure a pleasant indoor 
climate with minimum condensation.

18. Smoke opening
Large smoke opening ensures efficient 
ventilation on warm days and smoke 
clearance when using a fire.

19. Mosquito-net ceiling
Can be opened when using a fire (not  
on Onyx).

11. Storm cord fastenings
Facilitate even distribution of strain on the 
tent walls. Firmly attached thanks to 
reinforced seams.

12. Storm cord holders
Allow cords to be in place ready for use, 
without tangling (not on Onyx).

24. Accessory sleeve
Built-in feature (not on Onyx or size 15 
tents but an adapter is available).

25. Fastenings for accessories
Fully equipped for accessories such as 
inside pockets, drying rail, detachable floor 
and inner tent (only for floor and inner tent 
on Olivin).

26. Compression bag
Unique design which compresses the bag 
using straps (not on Olivin or Onyx).

17. Chimney opening
Versatile feature that allows the easy 
fitting of a stove (not on Olivin light, Olivin 
Combi light or Onyx).

2. Central pole
Five-piece hardened aluminium alloy pole.

3. Cap for central pole
Made of super-strong, durable braided 
bands.

21. Large air intakes
Adjustable from inside the tent, each 
fitted with a mosquito net. Not on Olivin 
or Onyx but the lower part of Olivin’s walls 
can be rolled up for better ventilation.

22. Extra tightening feature
For extra tightening along the bottom edge 
of the Nordic tipi (not on Olivin or Onyx).

23. Inner tent or floor
An inner tent or floor is available as an 
accessory.

20. Ventilator cap with In-Tent Vent™
Allows maximum control of the tent’s 
indoor climate using patented technology. 
Olivin and Onyx have a somewhat 
simplified patented ventilation solution.

1. Mounting cross and measuring tape
Use a tent peg to pin down the mounting 
cross where the centre of the Nordic tipi is 
to be. Pull out the measuring tape and put 
a tent peg by the marking. Use the 
mounting cross and the measuring tape 
to position eight tent pegs in a circle.

FAQ, advice, hints and tips
www.tentipi.com/support

4
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In many ways, a Nordic tipi, which is based on the Sami people’s original 
dwellings, is the ideal tent. Its symmetrical cone-shape makes it very storm-
resistant. It is spacious with standing height and perfect for socialising 
without being bothered by insects. It has great ventilation properties and 
you can even have an open fire inside the tent. Tentipi has modernised and 
optimised this concept for more than 30 years and has built up extensive 
expertise as regards finding and using the most appropriate materials and 
design solutions for its products.

Handcrafted
Material Experience

Our Nordic tipis are made in three places, many miles apart. The 
first is in Moskosel, the Lapland village in northern Sweden where 
it all started. This is the location for much of the production 
expertise that has built up over the years. In Moskosel, we make 
large Nordic tipis for our Event range. Several of our seamstresses 
have been employed for many years which means they are highly 
skilled. This is a resource not only during the production of our 
tents but also for product development. It is in Moskosel that we 
preserve the soul of our Nordic tipis.  

Our second production facility is in Sunne in central Sweden. 
Our product development unit, main office and warehouse are 
also located here.

The third place for our production is Qingdao in China where 
our Adventure range is sewn. Nowadays, most outdoor pursuit 
products are manufactured in Asia because of much lower costs. 
We too chose that route back in 2005 but the third-party tent-
makers we contacted could not live up to our stringent requirements. 
Therefore, we set up our own tent factory which is fully owned by 
Tentipi. This has enabled us to improve the quality of our tents 
much more than we were able to do when our production was in 
Sweden. The fact is that now we can afford to invest many more 
hours in quality assurance than we could ever have done otherwise.

Precision
To really ensure that our tents live up to what we promise, we have 
produced Tentipi’s quality handbook. It is 7 centimetres thick and 
states with meticulous detail, down to the last stitch, how each feature 
is to be made. Every new sewing worker has to learn the parts of this 
book that are relevant for his or her job. The book is the result of 
more than 30 years of accumulated experience and is continually 
updated as new lessons are learnt. This explains in part why our tents 
remain standing when stormy weather destroys others.

Ambition + insight + ability + will = best
There’s a lot of talk about quality, about individual specifications 
or properties which are supposed to guarantee that a certain product 
is the best. We believe there are four important components 
which, when put together, make the final result something really 
special. These are: ambition, insight, ability and will. 

Our ambition has never been primarily to haul in money. Instead, 
we have always endeavoured to make as functional a product as 
possible. The insight we have gained after all these years is that 
first and foremost you must identify existing problems and 
challenges which must be conquered. What is required of the 
material? Where are the biggest tension points on, for example, 
the tent canvas? How do we turn acquired knowledge into practical 
solutions that work? To really do this properly, a high level of 
ability and will is needed. Not until all four components – ambition, 
insight, ability and will – are in place, can the crucial step from 
good to best be taken.

Tested
There are tests that look good on paper and there are tests that 
actually mean something. Tentipi does tests that reflect reality. For 
example, we never report the hydrostatic head values of our fabrics. 
This is quite simply because those values do not guarantee anything 
about the quality of a tent fabric. For example, a floor fabric, 
shown in the test to withstand a water column of 10,000 millimetres, 
may let so much water through that it’s completely wet under the 
sleeping mat after one night. This is because of simple chemistry. 
Polyurethane, which is the most common coating on floor fabrics, 
lets water through in molecular form but not in liquid form. 
That’s why the fabric gets high test values in the hydrostatic head 
test but it’s still wet inside the tent. So it’s quite easy for a very 
basic and cheap fabric to get a high hydrostatic head value.

That’s why we do things the other way round when we test our 
fabrics. By measuring how much damp passes through the floor 
from wet ground, we can develop a tent that functions the way it 
should. Moreover, we carry out extensive rain tests in our specially 
designed rain room to ensure that the tents withstand water. If we 
detect any fault, we search until we find the problem and can 
rectify it.

We use more than 20 different tests when we choose a fabric for a 
product. We have designed several of these tests ourselves. About 
20 per cent of our staff resources are dedicated for product 
development. Tentipi’s tests are for real-life conditions.

A great basic concept refined with  
passion and dedication

Tentipi
 • Has more than 30 years of experience as the world-

leading manufacturer of Nordic tipis

 • Exposes its tents to extensive rain tests

 • Has several patents and design rights for its original, 
ingenious design

 • Views every Nordic tipi as a unique product and gives it a 
personal ID to make it possible to track its components 
and specific design

 • Cares so deeply about its products that it only makes its 
Nordic tipis in its own fully-owned factories

 • Cares about previous customers by making new features 
and requested accessories compatible with older models 
of tents whenever possible

 • Prepares the tents for future developments by 
incorporating means of attaching new accessories if 
possible

http://tentipi.com/design-philosophy-and-quality#hydro
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ADVENTURE — meet nature
Home-from-home camping tents with ample space for socialising  
around a fire, plenty of headroom and outstanding ventilation.

EVENT — enjoy the moment
Unique, spacious and flexible giant tents which create an exciting setting 
and a great ambience for inspiring events.

GLAMPING — expect magic
High-end, elegant tents for glamorous camping with an airy and  
authentic atmosphere. Made of wooden poles and sustainable canvas.

TENTIPI CIRCULAR — cherish the planet
Tentipi Circular is part of Tentipi’s efforts to protect the environment. Our 
plan is to turn left-over manufacturing materials into new products.

Find out more about our full range of products at tentipi.com

Great ambience, 
ingenious features

Wedding in linked Stratus® Nordic tipis.
Jug Mountain © Ashleigh Brown Photography.

Nimbus™ © Coastal Tents. Glamping in Aurum® 33.
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We care about 
nature, people and 
our planet

The best thing we can do for our planet is make 
long-lasting products
We are driven by a passion to create first-class, 
genuine products and we want to do so in a way that 
is ethical and sustainable for both humans and 
nature. That is why we make products with a long 
lifespan – so durable that they can be passed on to 
the next generation.

Canvas built to last
We want our tents to last as long as they possibly can for the 
benefit of both our customers and the environment. To achieve 
this, we apply a long-term perspective to the production of our 
canvases by investing in high-quality, durable materials and smart 
design that increases the lifespan of the product. We also offer our 
customers a repair service.

Tentipi Circular
Tentipi Circular is part of Tentipi’s efforts to protect the environ-
ment. Over the years, we have been careful not to discard left-over, 
useable manufacturing materials and now, our plan is to use them 
for completely new Tentipi products.

It is not always best to own all your equipment yourself. If you are 
an infrequent user, it might be better to rent at tent from us or a 
Tentipi dealer with rental service.

Fully-owned tent manufacturing business in China
With our fully-owned manufacturing plant in China, we have 
been able to intensify our development work and manufacture 
advanced products at acceptable prices. We have also been able  
to ensure that working conditions are good and that wages and 
working hours are reasonable. Our employees are picked up every 
morning by a hired driver and driven back after the end of the 
working day. A cooked lunch is included in the salary. The staff 
turnover is very low, 5–10 percent compared with 25 percent 
which is the normal figure for China. This must mean that our 
employees are happy with us.

Giving back
Since we are active in the outdoor industry, we want to support 
organisations that work with environmental and nature issues.  
We support The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation and  
Vi Agroforestry. We also want to give back to the places where  
we operate, and therefore we support an SOS Children’s Village 
in China.

“I needed to be by myself. I needed to think.  
I bought a second-hand tent and moved out to the forest.  

That became my home for four years.”

– Author and long-distance runner, Marcus Torgeby
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